eliminate abnormal growth in the pancreas because adiponectin has been reported to inhibit tumor cell growth and induce apoptosis (15).

The finding by Bao et al. of an association between adiponectin and pancreatic cancer has both mechanistic and translational potential. Firmly establishing a link between adiponectin levels and pancreatic cancer risk will suggest that glucose/fat metabolism contributes to the pathophysiology of pancreatic cancer. Future studies in this direction are expected to help us better understand the molecular events that are responsible for pancreatic cancer tumorigenesis. Further studies on issues such as the dynamic changes of high/low-molecular-weight adiponectin levels during the development of pancreatic cancer can yield key information to determine whether plasma adiponectin levels could be used as a predictive biomarker. Currently, most cases of pancreatic cancer are diagnosed at a late stage, contributing to high mortality rates. Adiponectin assessment may be used to prescreen patients with metabolic disorders such as diabetes for the detection of pancreatic cancer at an early stage. Early detection by the assessment of adiponectin has the potential to improve the survival rates of pancreatic tumor patients. It is also inviting to speculate that therapeutic interventions to increase the levels of circulating adiponectin may prevent the development of pancreatic cancer and/or improve the survival of patients with malignancy.
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It is accepted for breast cancer that early detection and prompt treatment lead to better outcome. In this issue of the Journal, Vandergrift et al. (1) evaluate the time interval between breast cancer diagnosis and initiation of adjuvant chemotherapy after definitive surgery to identify patient demographic and clinical features that might be actionable variables to decrease treatment delays. Using the National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) outcomes database, mean time to chemotherapy for 6622 patients diagnosed with stage I to stage III breast cancer between 2003 and 2009 and treated at nine participating NCCN cancer centers was 12 weeks and increased monotonically from 10.8 weeks in 2003 to 13.3 weeks in 2009. Increased utilization of diagnostic testing such as the 21-gene reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction assay and breast magnetic resonance imaging (MRD) appeared to strongly contribute to this increase. Not surprisingly, multiple surgical excisions and postmastectomy reconstruction also delayed adjuvant chemotherapy. Finally, increasing age and comorbidities, lower socioeconomic status, and transfer of care to an NCCN cancer center after diagnosis, particularly for black women with Medicaid insurance, were associated with increased time to chemotherapy.
The strengths of this retrospective study include the large patient cohort and the contemporary analysis that incorporated recent additions in our breast cancer diagnosis and treatment algorithms. But the decision to evaluate this modern patient cohort came at the price of availability of outcome data. Also, patients receiving preoperative chemotherapy and those with distant disease were excluded from this cohort that includes only patients with operable cancers. Last, all patients were treated at NCCN institutions, and it could be argued that these results may not be representative of breast cancer care across the United States, most of which is delivered in nonacademic medical centers. However, there is evidence to suggest that both academic and community sites provide appropriate breast cancer care (2).

Because accelerated treatment of breast cancer is thought to be a critical factor in patient survival, for many years women underwent a “one step” operation of excisional biopsy, intraoperative pathologic assessment, and mastectomy, and they would emerge from anesthesia to discover their diagnosis and surgical outcome. There was ultimately strong consensus that this is far from ideal, and the approach was abandoned. So what is the clinical impact of a 13-week time interval between diagnosis and adjuvant chemotherapy? Most recent, prospective, randomized, phase III trials that evaluated adjuvant systemic chemotherapy regimens specifically define an acceptable time period between definitive surgery and chemotherapy for patient enrollment eligibility to be generally not more than 12 weeks (3,4). Not surprisingly, no randomized trials have specifically addressed the effect of timing of initiation of adjuvant chemotherapy for breast cancer outcome. The results of retrospective studies evaluating this variable suggest that the impact of this parameter, if any, is limited (5). Although patients with estrogen receptor-negative breast cancer were found to have a worse prognosis with longer time to initiation of cyclophosphamide, methotrexate, and fluorouracil chemotherapy in one study (6), this was not confirmed when timing of anthracycline-based adjuvant chemotherapy was evaluated (7). The current study describes an average 12-week delay from diagnosis to chemotherapy, whereas the handful of studies that do indicate worsened prognosis described a much longer delay from definitive surgery to chemotherapy, a delay and ensuing poor outcome that may be confounded by patients’ overall health (8,9).

Even if this delay appears not to affect patients medically, might it affect them socially, psychologically, and economically? Does the delay worsen anxiety? Or does it allow a “time-out” to consider treatment options? Does it give patients the opportunity to adjust to alterations in their health and body image that can occur with diagnosis of breast cancer? Does it allow them to make better arrangements at work or at home? These are unanswered questions.

What can we as health-care providers do to reduce this interval? That the largest effect on time to chemotherapy was due to surgical reexcision and postmastectomy reconstruction bears careful reflection. Reexcisions burden patients with inconvenience, cost, discomfort, decreased cosmesis, and psychological stress, and they often lead to mastectomy that may then require reconstruction. The controversy about what constitutes a negative surgical margin remains heated (10). Several of the earliest trials establishing the efficacy of breast-conserving surgery with radiation required only macroscopic tumor removal, and microscopic margins were either not assessed or defined as “no ink on tumor” (11,12). It is not proven that a larger negative margin decreases risk of local recurrence. Rather, it is likely that underlying tumor biology (13,14) and effective modern adjuvant therapy (15,16) play a larger role in determining this risk. A consensus on the definition of negative margins might allow more selective use of reexcision and decrease resultant mastectomies, thereby reducing time to chemotherapy.

The prolongation of time to chemotherapy due to use of diagnostic breast MRI also deserves mention (17). No randomized, controlled trial has shown reduction in local recurrence with the addition of MRI to the evaluation of patients with breast cancer. However, performing MRI leads to conversion from lumpectomy to mastectomy approximately 20% of the time (18,19). Did the MRI, which clearly delayed time to chemotherapy, truly improve breast cancer outcome or simply move the surgical management needlessly away from breast conservation? Although MRI does detect a contralateral breast cancer in 3% of patients (20), it is unclear whether systemic treatment of the index cancer would have treated the clinically occult contralateral cancer.

In addition to delays caused by additional testing or procedures, slow transfer of care and long wait time to schedule appointments with appropriate specialists may be untapped opportunities for intervention to improve care efficiency. At the University of Pittsburgh Medical Center (UPMC), we have successfully implemented an institution-wide 72-hour access policy, such that all symptomatic, nonurgent patients are offered an appropriate appointment within 72 hours. A 72-hour window was selected because internal review demonstrated that cancellations and missed appointments doubled if the time between scheduling and the appointment exceeded this. Before this initiative began in 2002, only 17% of patients were given such a timely appointment. Each of the 32 subspecialty services, comprising 1900 physicians, as well as community practices at UPMC, were given latitude and flexibility to determine how to achieve the 72-hour benchmark, according to their unique needs. Within our breast center, initiatives included establishing same-day postoperative medical oncology consultations, streamlining urgent genetic counseling, using physician extenders, creating a Wellness Clinic for patients in long-term follow-up, centralizing scheduling, and launching a patient navigator program charged with identifying patient populations with additional barriers to care. Changes initiated by other specialties to meet the benchmark included use of a physician-of-the-day model or more generalists. Within 1 year, 75% of the services were in compliance. Today compliance is nearly 100% and is monitored biweekly using trained “standardized patient” callers. These provider-driven interventions have significantly decreased time to treatment and greatly improved the patient experience. The success of and compliance with the UPMC 72-hour access initiative shows that implementing such measures to minimize inefficient transfers in care is possible in a large and complex health system.

In sum, the Vandergrift et al. (1) study shows that several patient, treatment, and systems factors contribute to time from breast cancer diagnosis to adjuvant chemotherapy. Initiatives to improve transfers in care and optimize definition of surgical margins, as well as thoughtful use of imaging, are within our control and should be pursued. However, some of these “delays,” such as moving to a “two stage” procedure or the use of the OncotypeDX assay, have greatly improved patient care. This suggests that
we should proceed with caution before using time to initiation of treatment as a quality measure for breast cancer treatment (21,22). Evaluating time to treatment outside of the context of outcomes cannot accurately access quality. Indeed, faster is not always better.
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It should be no surprise that improved performance on the process or outcome measures of quality is not predicted by the existence of team meetings. Anyone who has ever played a team sport, worked with a laboratory team, led a clinical trial team, or led a patient care team soon realizes that huddles, lab meetings, cooperative group meetings, or attending physician rounds don’t get the job done. Huddles are a necessary but not sufficient feature of high-functioning teams. Execution of the plan is how we get to good outcomes regardless of the brilliance of the plan, the talent of the team, or the difficulty of the task.

Contemporary cancer care is multidisciplinary. Tumor boards are team meetings of the multidisciplinary team. Typically, patients with newly diagnosed cancer are formally discussed by representatives of various cancer care specialties. Medical, surgical, and radiation oncologists, as well as pathologists and diagnostic imaging specialists, attend. Palliative care, social work and chaplaincy...